
Derby City (W Hardy)


Probationary Periods for qualified teachers

 

Conference notes that

 

1. That a growing number of Trusts are using six-month Probation Periods for qualified 

teachers starting a new job in one of their schools. 


2. These Probation Periods can have as short a notice period of seven days and no means of 
appeal. Members often leave rather than face having failed Probation Period on their 
personal file.


3. Teachers’ Pay and Conditions are the result of many years of union intervention. Our hard- 
fought Pay and Conditions are being eroded by this practice. 


4. The unions have worked with schools to produce sound policies that address matters of 
capability that protect members. Probation periods are not needed.


5. Trusts use Probation Periods to exploit members. Anyone who dares question why their 
Probation Period needs to be extended often find themselves as failing and being 
dismissed.


 

 

Conference instructs the Executive to 


a)     Find out how extensive the use of Probation Periods is for qualified teachers by surveying 
members to see how many have been affected by this. 


b)    To work towards discouraging the use of Probation Periods in our schools before they 
become more wide-spread and use in Local Authority schools. 




Retired Members Organising Forum (W Hardy)


Conference values its retired NEU members recognising the contribution they make to the work of 
the Union at many levels such as casework, membership, treasurer and the contribution many 
made to the work of the union during the 2023 Pay Campaign.

 

Conference instructs the Executive to ensure that all members approaching retirement:


1. Are written to thanking them for their membership and encouraging them to maintain their 
membership.


2. Receive an information booklet about how they might continue to contribute to the work of the 
Union


3. Receive guidance on Pensions and information on how to seek advice should they need it.


4. Where possible, be put in touch with retired members groups in their area.


5. Be advised that the Union will provide appropriate support in the event of issues arising from 
the period when they were in full employment and full membership of the Union such as 
“historic” cases relating to asbestos.


 

Conference expresses its support for all members campaigning on pensions and congratulates 
the members in the GSDT who successfully defended their pension rights.


Conference further recognises that:


A - many teachers will not have a full-service record because of breaks in service for caring 
responsibilities and that this will mainly affect women;

B - there are educators who are Union members who are not be in the Teachers Pension scheme.

 

Conference therefore recognises the importance of the State Pension for all members and 
expresses its full support for the maintenance of the Triple Lock and calls on all political parties 
standing in the General Election to commit to its retention.

 

Conference therefore instructs the Executive to:


1. Work with other unions and organisations campaigning to oppose fire and rehire tactics 
wherever they are used to attack workers terms and conditions; 


2. Campaign, alongside other organisations including the National Pensioners Convention, to 
protect our members pensions and the value of the state pension and to call for the 
protection of the Triple Lock for the state pension.


3. Support the WASPI Campaign seeking justice for 1950s-born women.




Make Votes Matter


Proportional Representation 


Conference notes that: 


1. Under the First Past the Post (FPTP) voting system, our votes are not equal: a few thousand 
swing voters in a small number of marginal constituencies decide the outcome of general 
elections, forcing parties to focus their campaigns on attracting these voters whilst ignoring, or 
taking for granted, the millions of voters who live in ‘safe seats’, whose votes are worth little. 


2. FPTP allows a party to disproportionately wield absolute power on a minority of the vote; in 19 
of the last 20 UK general elections most votes went to progressive parties yet the 
Conservatives have been in power 63% of the time. This has meant that successive rounds of 
union-busting legislation and cuts to public services have been imposed despite opposition 
from the majority of voters. 


3. The Strikes (Minimum Service Levels) Act 2023 is just one recent example of the distorting 
power that FPTP gives a party to push through laws diluting workers’ rights; its passing was 
made possible by the Conservatives’ majority in the House of Commons since winning 56% 
of seats on just 44% of votes at the last election. 


4. Research has linked Proportional Representation (PR) - in which all votes count equally and 
parliamentary seats more accurately match votes - to greater equality, stronger workers’ rights 
and better environmental policies in the countries which use this type of voting system.


5. Research has also found that PR instils a consensus-based political culture, leading to greater 
spending on public goods which is vital for sustaining public services like education in the 
long term whilst challenging its status as a political football in politics. 


Conference believes that: 

i. FPTP is detrimental to working people, public services and progressive politics. 


ii. FPTP should be replaced by a form of PR in which all votes count equally and seats match 
votes. 


Conference instructs the Executive to: 


a. Declare the NEU’s support for replacing FPTP with PR. b. Advocate replacing FPTP with PR to 
NEU members. 


c. Lead the NEU in campaigning alongside other trade unions and organisations seeking to 
replace FPTP with PR. 




NEU Reading (A McNamara)


SEND Funding


Conference notes that:


1.     Following the passing of Motion11 at conference last year, the Special Education Need 
(SEND) crisis has only deepened. 

 

Conference further notes that:


1.     Lack of access to support organisations such as Children and Adolescents’ Mental Health 
Service (CAMHs), loss of skilled staff combined with increasing numbers of pupils with SEND and 
the onus now being placed on underfunded mainstream schools, has led to the creation of myriad 
expensive Alternative Provision (AP), unaffordable in the current financial climate.

 

Conference believes that:


1.     The situation is fast becoming critical. Children and their families are being let down by a 
system which is seemingly blind to the impact on future generations.

 

Conference instructs the Executive:

1.     To call on Government to look again at the SEND and Alternative Provision Improvement 
Plan (SAPIP), and act swiftly and realistically in consultation with those who work within the 
sector, as well as parents, to ensure a safe and secure future for our SEND pupils.




NEU Reading (A McNamara) 


Military Influence in Schools


Conference notes:


1.     Every year the armed forces make thousands of visits to schools to promote military careers 
and the armed forces.[1]


2.     Since 2012, ‘military ethos’ has been promoted in schools, particularly in socio-economically 
disadvantaged areas, initiated and supported by the Department for Education and the Ministry 
for Defence. The Cadet Expansion Programme and 'alternative provision with a military ethos' 
have developed significantly.


3.     The armed forces and defence industry provide extensive curriculum resources and 
sponsorship within education. 


Conference believes:


1.     These developments raise concerns around marketing and recruitment activities by military 
interests within the education system.


2.     The MOD's engagement with schools is designed to influence future decision-makers 
towards the military and its operations, and to encourage young people to enlist.[2] A growing 
body of research suggests encouraging recruitment at an early age is not in the best interests of 
young people.[3] [4]


3.     Significant, growing military influence in schools could be detrimental to the educational 
imperative of balanced learning which is not unduly influenced by outside agendas,[5]


Conference instructs the Executive to call for:


1.     Oversight and regulation of military activities in schools, including for careers and curriculum 
purposes.


2.     Military-themed activities or perspectives to be balanced by activities focusing on peace and 
human rights.[6] 


[1] For details of all military-related activities within education referred to in this motion see the 
ForcesWatch briefing 'Military involvement in UK education and youth activities in the UK', https://
www.forceswatch.net/resources/military-involvement-education-and-youth-activities-uk

[2] ForcesWatch, 2015, The recruitment agenda behind the UK armed forces’ ‘engagement’ with 
students in schools and colleges,

https://www.forceswatch.net/resources/recruitment-agenda-behind-engagement-schools

[3] Child Soldiers International, 2016, The British armed forces: Why raising the recruitment age 
would benefit everyone,

https://www.child-soldiers.org/shop/the-british-armed-forces-why-raising-the-recruitment-age-
would-benefit-everyone

[4] ForcesWatch, 2019, Selling the Military: A critical analysis of contemporary recruitment 
marketing in the UK,

https://www.forceswatch.net/resources/selling-military-critical-analysis-contemporary-
recruitment-marketing-uk

[5] Education Act 1996, sections 406 and 407, https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/56/
section/407

[6] The Scottish Parliament have considered the issue of armed forces in schools and published a 
number of recommendations for oversight, guidance and consultation: Scottish Parliament, 2018, 
PE1603: Ensuring greater scrutiny, guidance and consultation on armed forces visits to schools in 
Scotland, https://digitalpublications.parliament.scot/Committees/Report/PPC/2018/6/4/PE1603--
Ensuring-greater-scrutiny--guidance-and-consultation-on-armedforces-visits-to-schools-in-
Scotland 



New Professionals and Young Workers (J Hadden)


Conference notes:


1. The NEU New Professionals and Young Workers National Council is there to represent 
members in the first 3 years as education workers, or who are aged 35 and under.


2. The NEU is one of the most youthful unions in the TUC (39% are 35 and under) 


3. The NPYW National Council is not currently recognised in the rule book alongside other 
National Councils.


 

Conference believes: 
 
I. With recruitment and retention an ongoing issue that we face as a profession, the absence of 
NPYW participation in union activity is alarming.


II. Members under the age of 36 remain significantly underrepresented.


III. We need to find and mentor talent to grow the future of the union and do our utmost to enable 
active participation.


IV. Better national representation will create and reinforce improved regional and district 
representation.


VI. The NPYW National Council should have parity with other National Councils, and be able to 
send 6 delegates and a motion to Conference.

 

Conference Instructs the National Executive:

a. In the NEU rule book change Section 11 title from 'Independent Schools, Post 16 

Establishments and Support Staff Sections' to Independent Schools, Post 16 
Establishments, Support Staff, and New Professionals and Young Workers Sections'


b. Change 11.1 “In addition to being members of Local Districts, members employed in the 
Independent schools and Post 16 establishments, and those employed as support staff, will 
be organised in sector specific sections” to “In addition to being members of Local 
Districts, members employed in the Independent schools and Post 16 
establishments, members who are in the first 3 years of their career and/or 35 years of age 
and under (New Professionals and Young Workers) and those employed as support staff, 
will be organised in sector specific sections” in order to make point 11.3 also apply to the 
NPYW National Council (“Each section will elect 6 delegates to annual conference. Each 
section conference will be able to submit a motion to annual conference, on particular 
policy areas relevant to that section, in addition to those submitted via local districts, and 
equality conferences and the Executive.”)




The Climate Crisis is a Class Issue (D Bracken-Neale)


Conference recognises that


1. Climate change is happening now, with workers across the world already losing lives, 
livelihoods, food, access to water, homes, facing unbearable working conditions and forced 
migration.


2. The International Energy Agency states that keeping below an increase of 1.5C will only be 
possible if wealthy countries like the UK step up their ambition and action; with no room for 
new fossil fuel development.


3. Labour's ambition to ramp up to investing £28 billion a year in the transition to Net Zero needs 
planning across government and to be driven by unions and communities


4. Transition to a decarbonised economy and society must be led by state investment and the 
costs must fall on those most able to pay, through a fair and progressive tax system.


Conference condemns:


(a) The government's retreat from climate plans already ruled inadequate in court to meet Net 
Zero targets, and its commitment to further extraction of oil, which puts our future and that of 
our students at risk.


(b) The government’s ‘pro-motorist’ policy, which will increase air pollution, and threaten initiatives 
such as school streets.


Conference calls for the union to campaign for:


I. No new fossil fuel exploration

II.
III. A National Climate Service to oversee national planning and Just Transition bodies in every 

sector, including: retraining workers in contracting sectors; guaranteeing union rights in 
expanding sectors; promoting direct labour organisations; public and community ownership 
and coordinating across government a huge public education campaign to fulfil Article 12 of 
the Paris Agreement.


IV. A specific just transition body within the education sector both to facilitate that campaign and 
oversee plans to retrofit every school, college and university to zero carbon standard by 2030, 
with an aim of becoming net energy generators.


V. Call upon Districts to establish local versions of this structure.


VI. Districts to call upon members to work with sustainability leads to build Teach the Future's 
Curriculum for a Changing Climate into long term planning.


 




RAAC & Ruin: A Vision for a Green Alternative (D Bracken-Neale)


Conference notes that:


1. Our schools have recently been hit by a wave of serious safety concerns: crumbling RAAC, 
asbestos, heatwaves, floods, air pollution.


2. The link between all these, is the government’s failure to invest properly in education and 
ensure our school buildings are fit for purpose and climate resilient.


3. As extreme weather events worsen and their frequency increases; those on the lowest incomes 
will be disproportionately impacted by these effects.


Conference condemns the government’s hypocrisy criticising the NEU for its successful 
campaigning in saving lives during the pandemic whilst being responsible for:


a) Cancelling the £27bn funding for Labour’s “Building Schools for the Future” (BSF) programme 
in 2010. 700 school building projects were cancelled.


b) Refusing to rebuild 400 schools which were ‘critical risk to life’ when the Prime Minister was 
Chancellor.


c) Refusing to act on two occasions when the Education Secretary was officially told 300 schools 
were an immediate ‘risk to life’.


d) Free schools buildings not being properly surveyed on conversion, putting children and staff at 
risk.


Conference re-affirms its support for members to use the 1996 Employment Rights Act (Section 
44) to “withdraw from and to refuse to return to a workplace that is unsafe”.


Conference instructs the Executive to:

i. Integrate the role of Green Rep into Health & Safety Rep to create a “Health, Safety & 

Environment Rep” by extending the existing H&S rep training to incorporate the Environment 
Rep training, combined with a comprehensive recruitment drive. This integration into HS&E 
reps must ensure that existing legal H&S rights are maintained.


ii. Campaign for the government and future governments to invest in our school estates 
significantly more than Labour’s BSF for; retrofitting, asbestos and RAAC removal, climate 
resilient buildings and healthier air in our schools. All our schools as public buildings must be 
safe havens for their communities during extreme weather events.


iii. To continue to campaign to restore the right for local authorities to build new local authority 
schools that are fit for purpose and climate resilient.




Workplace Suicides (H&S Officers - A Barker)


Conference notes:

Current RIDDOR regulations under the Health & Safety at Work Act require employers to record, 
report and evaluate risks and incidents at work, and will hold them accountable; but the law itself 
cannot cover every eventuality. 

There is growing evidence of the connections between work-related factors, such as stress, 
sexual harassment, intimidation, and work-place bullying, which can be cited as a factor which 
can contribute to the deterioration of mental health conditions and suicide.

Conference further notes that stress related conditions are categorised as those that result from a 
prolonged period of pressure, often from many factors, not just one distinct event under the 
regulations. 

Because of this, no data is collected on suicides that occur in the workplace or identified as work- 
related. Therefore, no work-place improvement or guidance for improvement is made or enforced. 

Conference believes that HSE’s failure to recognise that work-related stress can result from a 
single incident, such as OFSTED inspections; work-related suicide occurrences will continue, and 
therefore preventative measures will not be put in place. 

Conference further believes that there is evidence of at least 10 deaths because of OFSTED 
inspections.

Conference instructs the executive to: 

a.     Campaign to have the HSE acknowledge the effects of work-related stress on health, safety 
and well-being. 

b.     i. Negotiate with the HSE to make changes within the RIDDOR guidance, to have work-
related suicides reported, investigated and recommended measures as good practice. 

ii. Approach other Unions and the TUC to request that they join the NEU in negotiating with the 
HSE to make changes within the RIDDOR guidance, to have work-related suicides reported, 
investigated and recommended measures as good practice. 

c.      Campaign to have HSE and the Government agree that OFSTED is a discrete, identifiable 
incident, a stressor that has been a considerable factor in work-related suicide. 

d.     Put pressure on the Government to abolish OFSTED.



